
SA Jr. High E-Day (Snow Day) Assignments

Language Arts - 6th, 7th, 8th: HAPPY SNOWDAY!
Look at the following 8 story starters, pick 1 and finish the story. YOUMUST COPY THE STORY
STARTER and then continue writing. Can be handwritten or typed into a document send to:
sgarguilo@stantschool.org MUST be 2-3 paragraphs (6-8 sentence paragraphs). Be creative, use strong
word choice… provide DETAILS!

I peeked through the curtains. There was a limo parked outside with two bodyguards. I

heard a knock at the door…

I opened the front door to find an Amazon driver standing on my front porch, in his arms

he held a cylindrical package that was almost as tall as him. The next thing I knew………

The lights dimmed and the curtains opened. I felt like I was going to throw up. Why had

I ever thought this was a good idea?…

You have just five dollars to your name, and you decide to spend it on lunch at your

favorite fast food joint. Just as you’re about to pay, a boy not much older than you leans

in and whispers to you, “Hold onto your money. I’ll show you how to turn that five

dollars into five grand.”

I was running out of time. They’d said they’d give me until sundown, and that was only a

few hours away. I had to…

I woke up in a tree, without even a sweater to keep me dry. The weird thing is…

I was sitting at a bus stop when a little girl came up to me and gave me a small box. It

started trembling in my hands but when I looked up to ask her what it was, she’d

disappeared.

The light started to flicker, first blue, then white. I looked around for a way out, but I was

trapped. I guess I’d have to resort to the backup plan…

Math - Br. Edward
Complete the written practice for the math lesson that was scheduled for today. PLEASE DO
ONE PROBLEM FROM EACH SECTION (each section has separate bold instructions in the
practice book). SHOW ALLWORK! See Gradelink for current lessons.
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Social Studies/History/Science - Mrs. Jones
ALL 6th, 7th and 8th grade students: Go to the current chapter that we are studying in Discovery
Education. Choose any video between 10-20 minutes in length that pertains to our current topic
of study. After watching the video create a 10 bullet point summary AND a 5 question peer test
(multiple choice, true/false or fill in the blanks). Please include the answers to your quiz and the
name of the video that you chose. If you do not have access to the internet, please watch a nature
video. Thank you! Happy snow day kiddos! :) Mrs. Jones
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